Start writing the Paper or Reaction here. It is unnecessary to insert a title or title page because you have already cited the assignment in the second line of the heading at the top of the page. Single-space that information, including your name on the first line, the Part/Assignment/Title on the second line and the date you turned it in on the third line. Double-space the rest of the Paper or Reaction. Be sure to use the proper formatting throughout: Times New Roman font, 12-point character width, one-inch margins on all sides, and so on. If your Paper does not conform to these guidelines, it will be returned ungraded and without credit.

Also, remember to include a Word Count at the bottom of the assignment. Do not put an empty line between paragraphs which should be at least five lines long (see Section 15 of The Writing Guide). In general, try to make your Papers and Reactions conform with the strictures outlined in The Writing Guide. For instance, you should try to avoid choppy sentences (Section 5), noun clusters (Section 8), dangling participles (Section 10), misspellings (Section 12), run-ons and sentence fragments (Section 17), along with the other things mentioned in The Writing Guide. These good habits will give you command of a writing style which will help you communicate better in a formal context, a skill that will surely prove useful at some point in your future professional life.

As your Paper or Reaction proceeds, continue to follow this format and guidelines until your assignment has reached the specified length and, in the case of Papers, you have completed the outline you formulated in class with your Pentad . . .